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INTRODUCTION
Creative Learning is delighted to present 
the Arts Across Learning Festival for 2020, 
a celebration and exploration of the arts 
and creativity and their value to learning 
and teaching. The festival brings a 
stimulating wealth of learning experiences 
to spark imagination and enthusiasm 
for learning to Aberdeen’s nursery and 
primary pupils, and teachers, for FREE!

The festival outcomes have been 
developed in response to the National 
Improvement Framework, for Scottish 
Education, Scotland’s Creative Learning 
Plan and informed by the ongoing work 
of Creative Learning with City schools.

This year’s festival has a focus on 
engagement in learning and the 
development of employability skills, 
with exciting projects that bring specific 
expertise to these areas. Workshops 
shine a light on art forms and offer 
opportunities for in depth learning, 
bringing external expertise into the 
classroom for the benefit of all.

The festival will present alternative and 
engaging approaches to inter-disciplinary 
learning, supporting children to deepen 
their learning, express themselves, 
recognise their own abilities and share 

their learning with their peers. From 
using research skills to save the planet, to 
developing skills for the future through 
computer coding, workshops offer 
stimulating creative learning across the 
curriculum.

Festival learning opportunities are 
delivered by experienced artists, 
companies and educators who work with 
Creative Learning to ensure that activities 
are designed to meet festival outcomes.

Creative Learning work throughout the 
year to bring in the funding to support 
bringing this wealth of expertise together 
for pupils and schools.

So get on your bike... 
And join us for a fast-
paced festival adventure.
Where will it take you and 
your learners….?

See page 6 for full booking information.
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THE ARTS ACROSS LEARNING FESTIVAL IN 2020 WILL: 
 • Enhance children’s learning experiences across the curriculum, through creative  
  approaches, cultural participation and partnerships 

 • Give children the chance to express themselves, test and apply creativity skills and  
  share their work with others 

 • Improve children’s ability to recognise and articulate their own skills and potential,  
  through innovative arts and creative learning experiences

 • Demonstrate Aberdeen is a city without creative barriers where children and  
  schools can experiment with and be transformed by the arts, creativity and culture

 • Provide a creative space to allow pupils to shape their own learning, demonstrating  
  individuality and uniqueness 

Welcome!
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HOW TO BOOK
The What’s On section lists all the events and activities available; each activity specifies 
the target age groups, dates and location. 

Bookings are made on a first come, first served basis, through Eventbrite. Festival events 
are very popular and in the interests of fairness a maximum of six events* can be booked 
per school in the first instance. The high demand may also mean that you do not get 
your first choice of event. 

http://artsacrosslearningfestival.eventbrite.com

We recommend you check the school diary and discuss your booking with colleagues in 
advance of booking to ensure it does not clash with other school activities. 

Please also note that by booking a festival event you agree to participate in the 
evaluation of the festival by completing a short survey. 

PHOTOGRAPHY/FILMING 
A festival representative, photographer or film maker may attend your event.

Please make them welcome and inform us as soon as possible if there are circumstances 
where photographic/filming permission has been withheld. (Images will only be used for 
the purpose of publicising the festival and/or Creative Learning, ACC.) 

*not including CPD events see page 31
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LATE CANCELLATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Creative Learning secure funding every year to ensure activities can be offered free to 
schools. Late cancellation may mean that activities cannot be transferred to other classes 
and in this event a £50 fee will be charged to schools who cancel. 

For further information on festival activities please call us on Tel: 01224 611160. Bookings 
can not be taken via phone

PLEASE NOTE: Booking opens via Eventbrite on Monday 27 January 2020.  
No bookings can be taken before this date. 

ARTS ACROSS LEARNING FESTIVAL 
Creative Learning Team 
Aberdeen City Council 
Rosemount Learning Centre 
Belgrave Terrace
Aberdeen AB25 2NS 
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24 February – 6 March 2020
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE UNIFORM
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33)

Monday 24 February – 10am–2:30pm
Monday 2 March – 10am–2:30pm

Please note these workshops will take place at The Gordon Highlanders Museum, 
St. Luke’s, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen AB15 7XH and not in school. Transport is not 
provided. Bring a packed lunch. 

In small groups each class will explore three different activities using uniform as the 
context for learning. Experience life in the First World War Trench wearing replica 
uniform, discuss school uniform through drama activities and work with artists to create 
a uniform campaign. This day long workshop will give learners to opportunity to work in 
small groups to discuss identity and the pros and cons of uniform. 

This workshop is presented through a partnership with The Gordon Highlanders Museum 
and Creative Learning, Aberdeen City Council.

LOST IN TRANSLATION WITH MARION GEOFFRAY 
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33)

Monday 24 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Tuesday 25 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm

Hello, Hallo, Ciao, Bonjour! Learn a foreign language…on stage! An innovative, playful 
and interactive opportunity to discover, learn and practice foreign languages through 
drama. Part performance, part workshop, embark on a journey to find your true self 
following our young heroine from sunny South of France to Bonnie Scotland as she 
makes her way through weird tongues and cultures. Help her speak 4 different languages 
(accessible to all) and get lost with her on stage! Once the journey comes to an end, the 
adventure continues behind the scenes as participants try their hands at speaking foreign 
languages through fun practical drama games (characterisation ,tongue twisters!) playing 
with the set, costumes/props and the story.
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STUCK UNSTUCK  
WITH JACK STANCLIFFE FOR HIDDEN GIANTS
Suitable for P1–P3 (max 33)

Monday 24 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Tuesday25 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Wednesday 26 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Thursday 27 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm

Suspended above your heads, is a 
collection of things. A punctured 
ball, a small kitten, a pair of shoes 
and a red kite. Looking a bit closer 
there’s also an unfinished drawing, 
a pupil with a familiar look on their 
face, the days schedule, and the 
first few pages of a story book.

For some reason these things have 
become stuck.

A workshop structured around an 
installation inspired by the Oliver 
Jeffers book STUCK. blending 
storytelling, problem solving, 
writing and movement, to explore 
all things stuck, and ask what may 
happen if we try to make them 
UNSTUCK.
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UNLIMITED POTENTIAL WITH SARAH ORD
Suitable for Nursery classes

Monday 24 February – 2 sessions am
Wednesday 26 February – 2 sessions am
Thursday 27 February – 2 sessions am
Tuesday 3 March – 2 sessions am
Wednesday 4 March – 2 sessions am
Friday 6 March – 2 sessions am

We will all go on an amazing adventure using drama, movement and music to unlock our 
unlimited potential. 

We will find our voice, ignite our imagination and find the confidence within ourselves 
to be anything we dream of! The imaginative world will be twisted, turned and flipped 
upside down. A world where everyone is allowed to be exactly who they want to be. 

ABOVE AND BELOW WITH KATHLEEN COWIE
Suitable for P3–P5 (max 33)

Monday 24 February – 1 session am
Tuesday 25 February – 1 session am
Monday 2 March – 1 session am
Tuesday 3 March – 1 session am

Pupils will learn about growth and what is needed 
to produce the foods we eat, through creating an 
informative mixed media piece. Pupils will use a 
variety of materials to illustrate a plant and the life 
around them that helps the plant to grow. 
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MAKE YOUR OWN PATH WITH HAYLEY DURWARD
Suitable for Nursery – P3 (max 33)

Monday 24 February – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm
Tuesday 25 February – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm
Monday 2 March – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm
Tuesday 3 March – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm

Children will take themselves on an adventure to a playscape of 
their choosing, using movement and drama skills. This session 
can take place indoors or outdoors depending on the nursery 
setting. It starts off with an invitation to play, to imagine, to step 
into another world of the children’s choosing. We explore the 
new realm through movements, gestures and facial expressions, 
creating our own and copying each other’s. Once in the new realm 
we lay two paths, which the children help lay down. They choose 
which to traverse along and how they will get back to the  
present day.

CURIOUS CHARACTERS WITH SHIRIN KARBOR
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33) 

Monday 24 February – 2 sessions one am, 1 session pm
Friday 28 February – 2 sessions one am, 1 session pm

Join children’s illustrator Shirin Karbor as she shares the creative process behind making 
charming illustrated characters. With Shirin’s guidance, pupils will shape their own 
learning experience and learn some top tips and tricks on how to bring a character to life 
through mark making, shape language and learning how to draw expressions. 

Even the least artistically inclined will have fun and build their confidence with interactive 
and spontaneous drawing activities using prompts and cues to ‘warm up’ the creative 
muscles!
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OUT TO PLAY WITH ECO DRAMA
Suitable for P1–P4 (max 33)

Tuesday 25 February – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm
Wednesday 26 February – 2 sessions am, 1 session pm

Out to Play is an award-winning arts-based outdoor learning project 
that uses drama and storytelling to engage and develop learners 
in the subject area of Sustainable Development Education. Using 
imaginative play and adventurous learning, a Drama Artist will utilise 
the unique outdoor surroundings of the school to deliver an outdoor 
learning session which applies the use of drama and storytelling 
techniques as learning tools. Sessions will engage learners emotionally 
and intellectually through a ‘head, heart and hands’ approach and 
make connections across the Eco-Schools Topics and Curriculum for 
Excellence. 

MAKE MUSIC WITH SONIC PI WITH DIGITAL MAKER CIC
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 25)

Tuesday 25 February– 1 session am 
Wednesday 26 February– 1 session am 

Ever wanted to make music on a computer? Quickly & easily? 
With Sonic Pi, you can make musical loops and tunes in 
minutes. Hip Hop? Dance? Backing music for you to make 
up your own songs to sing along to? The musical world is your 
oyster with Sonic Pi, so Join Digital Maker CIC in a fun & highly 
creative workshop making music on a computer.
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WHEN MARNIE WAS THERE WITH INTO FILM
Suitable for P4–P7

Tuesday 25 February 
9:45am–12:30pm

(running time 1hr 43min)
followed by a 30 minute Mindfulness Through Film workshop

Please note these screenings take place at  
The Belmont Filmhouse, Belmont Street, Aberdeen. 

The workshop will explore a couple of activities from Into Film’s Mindfulness Through 
Film resource (https://www.intofilm.org/resources/1254) 

Mindfulness Through Film guides teachers and their learners through a series of popular 
mindfulness activities, such as raising sensory awareness, mindful colouring and walking. 
It has at its heart a collection of clips from feature length films such as When Marnie 
Was There and Inside Out and culminates in a simple filmmaking task which teachers 
will be encouraged to complete after the session in class. All filmmaking entries will be 
submitted into a competition for the chance to win some Into Film goodies! 
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BULLYING BEHAVIOUR WORKSHOP WITH ALISON MUIR
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33)

Wednesday 26 February 
Wednesday 4 March
9am – 12noon 

This is a full morning drama based workshop that engages young people in higher order 
thinking, in a step by step process exploring the complexities of bullying behaviour; 
looking at what it is the reasons for it, the feelings and emotions of all those affected by 
it and testing out possible solutions to this very complex issue. 

INSIDE OUT WITH INTO FILM
Suitable for P1–P7

Wednesday 26 February 
9:45am–12:30pm

(running time 1hr 41 min)
followed by a 30 minute Mindfulness Through Film workshop 

Please note these screenings take place at  
The Belmont Filmhouse, Belmont Street, Aberdeen. 

The workshop will explore a couple of activities from 
Into Film’s Mindfulness Through Film resource 
(www.intofilm.org/resources/1254) 

Mindfulness Through Film guides teachers and their learners through a series of popular 
mindfulness activities, such as raising sensory awareness, mindful colouring and walking. 
It has at its heart a collection of clips from feature length films such as Kubo and the 
Two Strings and Inside Out and culminates in a simple filmmaking task which teachers 
will be encouraged to complete after the session in class. All filmmaking entries will be 
submitted into a competition for the chance to win some Into Film goodies!
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TWISTING TALES WITH CATE GARROW
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33)

Wednesday 26 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Thursday 27 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Wednesday 4 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm

Journey through a land of tales where we explore ‘what if’s. What if the giant was so 
desperate for a friend they couldn’t believe their luck when Jack(ie) arrived? What if the 
wolf was a world class chef sharing cooking tips with RED RIDING HOOD’s grandmother? 
Put your own spin on a story and show the group a new perspective on a well known tale. 
Bring your drama skills, enthusiasm, imagination and have some fun.
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“LIGHT IN THE EASTERN SKY”: COMBINING POEMS, 
PICTURES INSPIRED BY THE OUTDOORS
WITH KEN COCKBURN
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33)

Wednesday 26 February – all day workshop
Thursday 27 February – all day workshop

The session is in two parts: introduction/walk and workshop.

Firstly we’ll look at some examples of poems and paintings by the great Japanese poet 
and painter Yosa Buson (1716–1783). Then we will walk as a stimulus for writing, exploring 
areas of the natural world and some open views near the school. Pupils will be guided to 
make notes on their surroundings, considering such features as weather, people, birds, 
other creatures, trees, other plants, buildings, water features (ponds, streams, rivers, 
sea), the skyline, sounds, and so on. We will undertake activities to help us be attentive 
in different ways, including pairs work, silent walking, considering what we see nearby, 
in the middle ground and far away, and conspectus viewing (looking round 360˚). Back in 
the classroom we’ll share and discuss this material, and children can use it to inform their 
own poems.

I’ll show how we can adapt Buson’s haiku, 
borrowing sentence structures but adding 
content suggested by pupils reflecting their 
own experiences and concerns. Pupils will 
each write their own poem in this way, and 
then create a visual counterpart for one of 
these, considering how poem and image 
relate to each other visually, in terms of 
colour, size, placement on the page, using 
a flat or folded sheet, etc. The works will 
be presented as a class display, with the 
opportunity of a haiku reading.
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PHOENIX - WHAT BOUNDARIES? WITH SHAPER CAPER
Suitable for P1–P7 (max 33)

Thursday 27 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Friday 28 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm

2 sessions delivered each day, with one class in the morning and another in the 
afternoon. These festival workshops are the starting point for a longer project.

Phoenix – What Boundaries is 
an innovative and imaginative 
project for schools in Aberdeen 
by Shaper/Caper, a company 
shortlisted by One Dance UK 
for the Inspirational Work in 
Education Award 2019.

Using the Boundaries Stone Trail 
as inspiration and the anchor 
of the narrative, children will 
experience and lead on the 
developments of this creative 
research project that explores 
Robert the Bruce, The Freedom Lands, the Boundary 
Markers, etc. Combining indoor and outdoor learning, 
participation will be triggered by the mysterious 
appearance of objects in the school, which will lead the 
overall investigation.

The first session of this project will take place during 
the festival, with a further 11 half day workshops being 
delivered in school thereafter with the same class. The 
full project will culminate in a sharing of pupils’ work and 
a professional show of Cinderella, Shaper/Caper’s schools’ 
production at the end of the project and, both performances 
will be open to all the other pupils.
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INDEPEN-DANCE 4 – FOUR GO WILD IN WELLIES
Suitable for Nursery & P1 (max 33)

Friday 28 February 
10am–11:45am or 1pm–2:45pm

Please note these workshops will take place at Cowdray Hall, Schoolhill, Aberdeen 
AB10 1JQ and not in school.

Specially created for an audience of three to five year olds, this is a playful look at how 
friendships are built, broken and mended. The adventure also features tents that have a 
life of their own, bobble hats and lots of fun in wellies.

Delivered in the newly refurbished Cowdray Hall at Aberdeen Art Gallery, learners 
will also have opportunities to take part in an arts and craft session and explore newly 
created displays in the gallery spaces.
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COMIC JAM WITH OOR MONSTERS
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33)

Friday 28 February – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Friday 6 March – 1 session am

Ever made jammy comics or comics jammy or comics in your jammies?!

Well don’t worry we won’t be doing any of that or perhaps we will do all three!

A Comic Jam is a collaborative creative process where comic artists get together to 
make & illustrate individual panels that unfold into one single unscripted comic story. 
It begins with one person creating the first page, handing it on to the next person who 
makes the second page based solely on what happened on the previous page, then the 
third, fourth & so on until the comic concludes. Everyone will leave the session with a 
finished comic book, the story they began to tell that ended quite unexpectedly.

ABERDEEN STREET ART - TOUR & WORKSHOP
WITH KE’KU:N STUDIO 
Suitable for P6–P7 (33 max) 

Friday 28 February - 1 session am, 1 session pm 
Friday 6 March - 1 session am, 1 session pm 

This workshop starts and finishes at the Aberdeen Maritime Museum, Shiprow, 
Aberdeen, AB11 5BY and not in school. Transport is not provided. 

Join us on a tour of Aberdeen’s Street Art! Explore and learn about the city’s street art 
and its roots, local artists and projects including Painted Doors ABDN, Nuart Aberdeen 
and more. Afterwards, inspired by the tour, take part in a workshop to design your own 
street artwork. This session will cover street art history, local artists and creativity along 
with art and its interaction with the environment. It will involve; observation skills, critical 
thinking, and design.
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HISTORY TELLERS WITH GRAEME MILNE
Suitable for P4–P5 (max 33)

Monday 2 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Tuesday 3 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm

This fascinating and fun session will take you on a metaphoric tour of some of 
Aberdeens’ most historically interesting locations using its iconic buildings and the 
written word to provide an insight into the past. Participants will work together and use 
individual skills to help create beautiful artwork which describes these historic areas.

WILD CARTOONS WITH SHIRIN KARBOR 
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33)

Monday 2 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Thursday 5 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm 

Children’s illustrator Shirin Karbor will 
show you how to create your very own 
wild animal cartoon characters! Pupils 
will discover what makes a drawing roar 
and chirp with delight as they learn about the 
techniques involved in creating a stylised 
cartoon drawing from photographs of 
endangered animals whilst engaging in 
the topics of animal conservation and 
wildlife.
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THE ART OF THE STORY WITH ANNA SHIRRON
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33)

Monday 2 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm 
Tuesday 3 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm

Using story cards and story cubes, 
we will come up with fun stories 
that we will develop into visual 
pieces of art. Through the use 
of 3D materials like cardboard 
and clay, we will work together 
to bring our ideas to life. We will 
look at the work of other artists 
who use storytelling to inspire 
what they do and we will come 
up with our own ideas. At the end 
of the two hours we will all have 
unique and individual creations.
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‘SAY PRUNES!’ THE VICTORIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33)

Monday 2 March
Tuesday 3 March
Thursday 5 March
Friday 6 March
10am – 11.30am

Please note these workshops will 
take place at the University of 
Aberdeen’s Sir Duncan Rice Library 
and not in school. Transport not 
included.

Pupils will learn the secrets of the 
Victorian photographers studio - 
getting hands on with the museums 
historic collection. They will learn 
how images were created using the 
inventive techniques of their day and 
recreate some Victorian portraits 
from the Universities collection.

This workshop is presented through 
a partnership with The University Of 
Aberdeen’s Sir Duncan Rice Library 
and Creative Learning, Aberdeen 
City Council.
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MIGHTY MEGA BITS WITH DIGITAL MAKER CIC
Suitable for P6–P7 (max 25)

Tuesday 3 March – 1 session am 
Wednesday 4 March – 1 session am 

Mighty Micro:bits! Work in a team to create fantastic inventions that move, flash, bleep 
and more! You will learn to use the BBC Micro:bit to control electronic components 
like LED lights, Motors, switches and sensors using “Drag & Drop” computer code and 
design & build your own inventions to do cool things. Digital Maker CIC will even set 
your invention challenges, can you move a ball without touching it by hand?
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HOW DO YOU WANT THE WORLD TO BE DIFFERENT IN 
10 YEARS TIME? WITH BEN MARTIN
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 33)

Tuesday 3 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm
Friday 6 March – 1 session am, 1 session pm 

This aim of this session is try and provoke 
the participants to think about how they 
want the future to be different. “How do 
you want the world to be different in ten 
years?” allows participants to be as socially 
conscious as they wish, whether they want 
to reinterpret modern media for a better 
tomorrow, or as a fantastical place.

Participants will begin by trying to answer 
the question “How do you want the world to 
be different in ten years?”. They will then be 
placed into pairs and discuss how they both 
want the world to be different. Once they 
have discussed their answers, they will then 
think about how to display this message 
on a poster, through the use of collage 
and typography. This will allow students to 
work together to create a strong graphic 
composition, which will transform modern 
print media into a message for tomorrow.
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THE ENVIRONMENTALISTS – HEAR THE NEWS TODAY
Suitable for P1–P7 (max 33)

Wednesday 4 March, Central Library
Thursday 5 March, Airyhall Library
10am–12 noon, or 1pm–3pm

Please note these workshops will take place Central Library or Airyhall and not in 
school.

Become explorers, story tellers and creators in this fast-paced workshop. The team will 
work with the class teacher prior to the class visit to the library ensuring that the session 
is relevant and pitched to meet the needs of the learners. 

This workshop is presented through a partnership with Aberdeen City 
Libraries, ACC Creative Learning and ACC Countryside Rangers.

Hear the
news 

today!
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CLOUD MAN
CREATED BY AILIE COHEN AND LEWIS HETHERINGTON
Running time: 45 minutes
Suitable for P1 – P3 

Wednesday 4 March, 1 session am, 1 sessions pm 

Please note that both performances require the use of the same school hall for the 
whole day. 

Claude loves clouds, and he dreams one day of seeing a 
Cloud Man. Cloud Men are very rare, very shy and very, 
very hard to find.

Sitting on little cloud cushions, the 
audience watch Claude as he follows 
clues which lead him to the top of 
Cloud Mountain, where they will find 
a big surprise!

A cleverly staged show with puppets, 
storytelling and lots of clouds, the 
show explores the ways we try 
and make sense of the world and 
encourages the audience to notice 
the beauty and wonder to be found 
in everyday life.

Theatre in Schools Scotland (TISS) is produced by Imaginate and the National Theatre 
of Scotland to support and develop the touring of high quality theatre and dance 
performances to Scotland’s schools and nurseries.

cloud-man.co.uk
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STARTING AT THE END WITH STEWART AITKEN
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33) 

Wednesday 4 March – 1 session pm
Friday 6 March – 1 session pm

Starting with the ending of a short play 
the pupils will, in small groups, use their 
imaginations, storytelling, dramatic ideas to 
piece together the action that leads up to the 
final moment. Helping them to see stories from 
another angle and challenge them to creatively, 
as a group, work on the characters, dialogue 
and action and agree the final performance. 
Designed to create lots of imaginative play with 
in some creative boundaries. 
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LIFEBOAT BY NICOLA MCCARTNEY
Running time: 70 minutes (no interval) 
Suitable for P5–P7 (max 120 pupils per performance)

Friday 6 March - 1 session am, 1 session pm

Please note that both performances require the use of the same school hall for the 
whole day.

Lifeboat is the extraordinary true story of Bess Walder and Beth Cummings. Set in World 
War II, it is a story of courage, a story of survival and a story of enduring friendship. 
On Friday 13 September 1940, a ship, The City of Benares, set sail from Liverpool for 
Canada. 

On board were 90 evacuees escaping the relentless bombing and dangers of war torn 
Britain. Four days into the crossing, the ship was torpedoed and sank. Only eleven of the 
evacuees survived. Two fifteen-year-old girls, Bess Walder and Beth Cummings, spent 19 
terrifying hours in the water on an upturned lifeboat. They willed each other to survive. 
Lifeboat tells their story.

Theatre in Schools Scotland (TISS) is produced by Imaginate and the National Theatre 
of Scotland to support and develop the touring of high quality theatre and dance 
performances to Scotland’s schools and nurseries.

www.catherinewheels.co.uk/productions/lifeboat
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JABBERWOCKY  
- LITERACY THROUGH MUSIC AND DRAMA
WITH ABERDEEN PERFORMING ARTS, CREATIVE 
LEARNING
Suitable for P4–P7 (max 33 per class)

Friday 6 March - A whole day session for 2 classes

An active exploration of Lewis Carroll’s classic 
narrative poem Jabberwocky. Students will 
work collaboratively to explore elements of 
plot, character and poetic form in focused 
music and drama workshops with APA’s 
experienced art form coordinators before 
sharing their work in the afternoon. 

2 classes in 1 day with a collaborative sharing
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Immensely fun and 
stimulating. I really enjoyed 
being challenged to have the 
courage to break boundaries.

Surprising.
Destabilising.
Empowering. 

Literally the best CPD I’ve ever 
done. I found they focused my 
thinking and helped me look at 

things in a different way.

TEACHERS CPD PROGRAMME
Creative Change Event

Saturday 29 February
1pm–4pm
(max 35)

Please note this event will be held in The Lemon Tree, 
West North Street Aberdeen. 

Do you aspire to greater creativity? National Galleries Scotland in partnership with 
education consultancy Hidden Giants invite you to explore Creative Change and ways 
to improve learners’ creativity skills. This professional learning event will share practical 
ideas and approaches that teachers have found useful in changing their own practice, 
to empower learners and encourage creativity skills. We will focus on learner-led 
approaches, building resilience (and ‘anti-fragility’) and developing teacher agency. 

We aim to inspire, challenge and support you to bring about change. 

Participants will also gain knowledge of the resources and activities that NGS offer 
schools, including our travel fund, facilitated gallery visits and online resources. 

Quotes from previous participants:

Game changing 
opportunities 
for learning.
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FESTIVAL CALENDAR

Monday
24 Feb

It’s all about the uniform – Gordon Highlanders Museum
Lost in Translation – Marion Geoffray Theatre Sans Accents
Stuck Unstuck – Jack Stancliffe for Hidden Giants
Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Above and Below – Kathleen Cowie
Make Your Own Path – Hayley Durward
Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor

p.9
p.9
p.10
p.11
p.11
p.12
p.12

Tuesday
25 Feb

Lost in Translation – Marion Geoffray Theatre Sans Accents
Stuck Unstuck – Jack Stancliffe for Hidden Giants
Above and Below – Kathleen Cowie
Make Your Own Path – Hayley Durward
Out to Play – Eco Drama
Make Music with Sonic Pi – Digital Maker CIC
When Marnie Was There – Into Film

p.9
p.10
p.11
p.12
p.13
p.13
p.14

Wednesday 
26 Feb

Stuck Unstuck – Jack Stancliffe for Hidden Giants
Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Out to Play – Eco Drama
Make Music with Sonic Pi – Digital Maker CIC
Bullying behaviour workshop – Alison Muir
Inside Out – Into Film
Twisting Tales – Cate Garrow
“Light in the eastern sky”: combining poems, pictures 
inspired by the outdoors – Ken Cockburn

p.10
p.11
p.13
p.13
p.15
p.15
p.16

p.17

Thursday
27 Feb

Stuck Unstuck – Jack Stancliffe for Hidden Giants
Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Twisting Tales – Cate Garrow
“Light in the eastern sky”: combining poems, pictures 
inspired by the outdoors – Ken Cockburn
Phoenix – What Boundaries? – Shaper Caper

p.10
p.11
p.16

p.17
p.18

Friday
28 Feb

Bullying behaviour workshop – Alison Muir
Phoenix – What Boundaries? – Shaper Caper
Indepen-dance 4 – Four Go Wild in Wellies
Comic Jam – Oor Monsters
Aberdeen Street Art – with Ke’ku:n Studio

p.15
p.18
p.19
p.20
p.20
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Saturday 
29 Feb

Teachers CPD programme – Creative Change Event p.31

Monday
2 Mar

It’s all about the uniform – Gordon Highlanders Museum
Make Your Own Path – Hayley Durward
History Tellers – Graeme Milne
Wild Cartoons – Shirin Karbor
The Art of the Story – Anna Shirron
‘Say Prunes!’ – The Victorian Photographers

p.9
p.12
p.21
p.21
p.22
p.23

Tuesday
3 Mar

Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Make Your Own Path – Hayley Durward
History Tellers – Graeme Milne
The Art of the Story – Anna Shirron
‘Say Prunes!’ – The Victorian Photographers
Mighty Mega Bits – Digital Maker CIC
How Do You Want the World to be Different in 10 Years 
time? – Ben Martin

p.11
p.12
p.21
p.22
p.23
p.24

p.25

Wednesday 
4 Mar

Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Twisting Tales – Cate Garrow
‘Say Prunes!’ – The Victorian Photographers
Mighty Mega Bits – Digital Maker CIC
The Environmentalists – Hear the News today (Central Library)
Cloud Man – Ailie Cohen and Lewis Hetherington
Starting at the End – Stewart Aitken

p.11
p.16
p.23
p.24
p.26
p.27
p.28

Thursday
5 Mar

Wild Cartoons – Shirin Karbor
‘Say Prunes!’ – The Victorian Photographers
The Environmentalists – Hear the News today (Airyhall Library)

p.21
p.23
P.26

Friday
6 Mar

Unlimited Potential – Sarah Ord
Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor
Comic Jam – Oor Monsters
Aberdeen Street Art – with Ke’ku:n Studio
‘Say Prunes!’ – The Victorian Photographers
How Do You Want the World to be Different in 10 Years 
time? – Ben Martin
Starting at the End – Stewart Aitken
Lifeboat – Nicola McCartney
Jabberwocky – Literacy through Music and Drama

p.11
p.12
p.20
p.20
p.23

p.25
p.28
p.29
p.30
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CREDITS AND 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Aberdeen City Council Creative 
Learning is proud to deliver 
another Arts Across Learning 
Festival and is once again 
indebted to all of the individuals 
and organisations who have 
supported and contributed 
to its organisation. 

The festival is a flagship piece 
of work, which brings the very best 
in creative and cultural education to 
Aberdeen and works with a large number of 
the city’s early years and primary age pupils. Each year 
the festival works with different partners across the city to develop 
unique creative learning opportunities. 

Thank you to our Aberdeen City Council partners, particularly Aberdeen Library and 
Information Services, whose valuable staff time and generous support make sessions 
taking place in Libraries possible. The festival is also supported by the Creative Learning 
Network Fund, a partnership between Creative Scotland and Education Scotland under 
Scotland’s Creative Learning Plan.
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Thank you to all the artists and companies whose brilliant workshops and performances 
make up the 2020 festival programme. 

Thank you in anticipation too, to all the school staff, volunteers and parents who support 
pupils in attending festival events. We hope you enjoy it as much as the children you 
bring. We know what it takes to organise children’s participation both in and out of 
school and the children would not be able to enjoy the benefits of the festival without 
the team of people involved in each school. 

Thank you also to Shirin Karbour for her beautiful illustration for this brochure! 

Brochure designed by Design & Marketing, Aberdeen City Council.

Festival co-ordination and administration: Creative Learning, Aberdeen City Council.
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